
Royal Opening of Founder’s House, Sixth Form student makes 
cricketing history, musical extravaganza at Fairfield Halls,visit by the 
former King of Bulgaria, trips around the globe, and much more…

Open for 
    boarding...
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After much anticipation, HRH The Duke 

of York, KG, Patron of Whitgift School, 

opened Founder’s House in October – 

marking the formal introduction of boarding 

in a new, purpose-built facility, for the first 

time in the School’s 413-year history. 

The 73 boarders in Founder’s House 

were joined by other pupils, and guests 

attending included parents, Governors, 

Ambassadors, and other friends of 

the School. They enjoyed outstanding 

performances by Whitgift’s Brass Band, 

Senior Strings, and Corps of Drums.

His Royal Highness spoke at length to 

many boarders as he was shown round 

the House, visiting a variety of rooms, 

including the large Common Rooms and 

smaller social areas with catering 

facilities. He joked that the boys’ rooms 

were so luxurious that it couldn’t be 

described as ‘real boarding’ of the kind 

he had experienced during his own 

schooldays. 

The Headmaster, welcoming guests to 

this special occasion in the pouring rain, 

remarked that he had never before had 

bad weather for a major event at Whitgift 

in 22 years. At that precise moment, the 

rain stopped, the clouds parted, and a 

shaft of sunlight lit up the marquee! His 

Royal Highness spoke, reflecting on the 

new possibilities for Whitgift that boarding 

opened up and the exciting times that lay 

ahead for the School. He then unveiled a 

magnificent, 7’2” statue of John Whitgift, 

which weighs 350kg, the first bronze 

of one of the country’s most famous 

Archbishops of Canterbury, sculpted on 

site by Mrs Sam Holland.

Before leaving, His Royal Highness 

also met some of the School’s most 

distinguished musicians, scholars, actors 

and sportsmen. These included Dan-Iulian 

Drut̨ac, a boarder from Moldova, who is 

an outstanding violinist and winner of the 

Whitgift International Music Competition 

2013, and Dominic Sibley, an Upper Sixth 

Form student. Dominic recently became 

the youngest cricketer, since the famous 

WG Grace, to score a double century in 

first-class cricket (see page 6).
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Whitgift 
Boarding gets 
Royal approval
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After scoring twice on his international 

debut against Argentina over the 

summer, Old Whitgiftian, Marland Yarde, 

a former star of the School's 1st XV, 

made his first appearance for England 

at Twickenham in November. His strong 

performance helped Stuart Lancaster’s 

side secure a 20-13 win over Australia.

Catapulted into the senior national squad 

on the back of performances for London 

Irish last season, the winger took his 

chance with both hands on England’s 

tour of South America.

Marland has notched six tries in as many 

appearances for his club side in the Aviva 

Premiership this season, and was duly 

handed his home debut by Lancaster.

No stranger to Twickenham, Marland 

starred for the Whitgift 1st XV in the 

National Schools U18 Cup triumph in 2010.

However, a hip injury means the 21-year-

old will sadly miss all of the Six Nations 

fixtures. Whitgift wishes Marland a swift 

recovery from his surgery, and we hope 

to see him back soon in his club and 

England colours.

The extraYarde
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Back of 
the net!
Whitgift football had a very busy 

Michaelmas Term, with entries into all 

the major national tournaments, plus 

the introduction of prestigious football 

fixtures against Crystal Palace Academy, 

Fulham FC Academy and Millfield School. 

15 teams played in 85 matches, with over 

229 boys representing the School – a 

record for the football department. 

The School has an outstanding record in 

the Investec ISFA national tournament, 

winning five trophies in the last three 

years. The U15s have reached the semi-

finals, where they will meet Ardingly 

College, having beaten Highgate, 

Westminster and Eton along the way, 

in three very competitive games. The 

U13s face Manchester Grammar School 

in the semi-finals, following wins against 

Dulwich College, Brentwood and Millfield 

Prep. The U11s entered the ISFA regional 

seven-a-side tournament for the first 

time, winning through to the semi-finals, 

but were knocked out on penalties. The 

1st XI entered the Boodles ISFA Cup for 

the first time and reached the last 16, 

losing 3-1 to an excellent Manchester 

Grammar School side.  

The English Schools tournament is still 

considered the blue-riband event in the 

football calendar, and all Whitgift teams have 

performed well, with the U16 team being 

the stand-out performers, reaching the last 

16. They have a home draw against Robert 

Smyth Academy from Leicester, in January. 

With a tour to Doha and Dubai planned 

for April 2014, Whitgift football continues 

to develop and impress.
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Modern 
Pentathlon
Whitgift’s Choong brothers were strong 

British favourites ahead of the summer 

international youth circuit, and they 

certainly didn’t disappoint. The boys 

delivered remarkable performances 

against the best in the world, to come 

away with podium finishes. Joseph 

finished his Whitgift career with the U18 

World silver medal and the European 

bronze medal added to his long list of 

achievements for Great Britain. Henry 

managed a podium team bronze in 

the U16 European Championships. He 

finished an outstanding season as the 

highest-placed Britain in the European 

preliminary round for the Youth Olympic 

Games, finishing in 6th place. He awaits 

notification that he has qualified for the 

Games in Nanjing, China, in 2014. 

With a number of biathlon events in the 

Michaelmas Term, some 30 boys have 

represented Whitgift at South-East 

championship level, with 26 of these 

going on to achieve National Honours. 

Individually, two boys stood out, with 

Henry Choong taking the U17 individual 

title, and Charlie Goriup claiming the silver 

medal in the U15s.

Old Whitgiftians, Tom Lees and Alex 

Fraser, have also been in the news. Tom 

(pictured, below) was recently announced 

as Oxford University ‘Sportsman of the 

Year’, which recognises excellence and 

contribution to sport. He firmly cemented 

his place in the GB senior squad, taking 

part in his first senior World Cup, in China, 

aged 19. Both Alex, who captains the 

Oxford University Modern Pentathlon 

team, and Tom featured in the university’s 

‘Team Performance of the Year’ award, 

which recognised 17 years of victories in 

the Varsity Matches against Cambridge.

Sibley the best
Upper Sixth Form student, Dominic Sibley, 

Whitgift 1st XI cricket Captain and England 

U19 opening batsman, made cricketing 

history in October by becoming the 

youngest man to score a double century 

in the County Championship.

In just his third first-class game for Surrey, 

the 18-year-old broke numerous records in 

posting an outstanding 242 from his almost 

10-hour, marathon innings at the crease. 

As well as becoming Surrey’s youngest-

ever centurion, and then surpassing 

David Sales’ record as the youngest-

ever double-centurion in County 

Championship history, Dominic is now the 

second-youngest player to have scored 

a first-class double century in England – 

just behind the great WG Grace (pictured, 

inset).

Kunmi in Brazil
16-year-old Kunmi Ogunfeibo was 

selected by the English Schools' 

Swimming Association (ESSA) to compete 

at this year’s ISF World Schools Games, 

which took place in Brazil in December. At 

the time of ESSA’s selection, he was fourth 

fastest of all the qualifying ages in the 

country in the 100m event, and the fastest 

in the 50m backstroke.

In addition to representing the England 

U18s in the 50m and the 100m 

backstroke, he was also a member of the 

relay squad, which went on to win gold. 

A great personal achievement for Kunmi 

was a bronze in the 50m, having swum a 

personal best of 26.92s.

Kumni braved adverse weather 

conditions, overzealous insects, and 

a formidable Italian team, but said the 

highlight of the trip was the extraordinary 

feeling of being on the podium receiving 

his medal (pictured below, right).
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“It was a dream come true, but the 

hard work really starts now and 

I know that to keep my place in 

such a strong team, I have to score 

consistently. The School has been 

great to me over the past couple of 

years and I’ve managed fairly well, 

so hopefully I can do the same over 

the next few months and finish off my 

time at Whitgift on a real high.”

After starring for England U19s on their 

tour of South Africa early last year, 

and then in a tri-nations competition 

involving Pakistan and Bangladesh over 

the summer, Dominic is continuing his 

development in the off-season, both at 

home and abroad, as well as pursuing 

A Levels in Geography, English and PE. 

Having spent a large part of December in 

the UAE preparing for the forthcoming U19 

World Cup in Dubai, Dominic is working 

towards another successful season.
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W
hitgift’s Drama Department 

delivered yet another 

top-drawer, Upper 

School production with 

Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing, 

wowing audiences, over three nights, in 

Big School.

Director, Mr Paul Dinnen, along with 

a 27-strong cast, including girls from 

Old Palace of John Whitgift School 

and Croydon High School, pressed 

fast-forward on the ‘setting’ button, 

replacing the play’s original 16th century 

surroundings with the rather swankier, 

sleeker base of a Harlem jazz bar, in New 

York, in the closing months of 1945.

With a clever concoction of humour, 

gravity, and emotional intelligence, the 

acting ensemble immediately eased the 

fears of the purists, but simultaneously 

connected with the audience.

The Whitgift Jazz Six, led by Musical 

Director, Connor Hughes, were very 

much in harmony, not only as a group, 

but also with their stage-bound 

colleagues. The acting crew was led 

by the superb Douglas Wood, playing 

Benedick, and the bustling Toby Fisher, 

who gave an energetic, yet measured 

performance, as Leonato.

MUSIC

Whilst in Chisinau, the country’s capital, 

the Headmaster was delighted to attend 

the prestigious ‘Queen Violin’ Festival, 

In tune with 
Moldova
In September, the Headmaster 

undertook a three-day trip to Moldova, 

to develop new links with schools and 

to reinforce existing relations with music 

institutions, familiar to Whitgift through the 

International Music Competition 2013. 

The Headmaster met the Minister of 

Education and the Deputy Minister of 

Culture, who are keen to aid Whitgift in 

establishing links with Moldovan schools, 

for teacher and student exchanges, and 

to give talented scholars the chance 

to have an education at Whitgift. He 

received a very warm welcome wherever 

he went; his hosts were touched by a UK 

school going to such lengths to provide 

outstanding opportunities for their young 

people.

in which former Whitgift music scholar, 

and current student at the Royal College 

of Music, Grig Cuciuc, was performing. 

This esteemed music festival brings 

exceptional young musicians from around 

the world, to play with the National 

Philharmonic Orchestra of Moldova, 

in the city’s finest concert halls. Grig, a 

Moldovan national, performed Ravel’s 

Tzigane beautifully, at the closing concert 

in the National Palace Hall; a truly special 

occasion for him, with his parents, and 

Mrs Rosanna Whitfield, Whitgift’s Director 

of Music Development, together with the 

Headmaster, looking on proudly.
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Oh Carol!
Whitgift’s annual festive Carol Service 

marked the end of the Michaelmas Term. 

Held in Croydon Minster, the service is 

based on the traditional Nine Lessons and 

Carols, and led by the Whitgift Chamber 

Choir. This year, the choir, pictured at 

evensong earlier in the term, were joined 

by our finest brass and percussion 

players, as a striking accompaniment to 

many of the rousing hymns and carols 

sung by the congregation. Highlights 

of the service were the wonderfully-

percussive Tomorrow Shall Be My 

Dancing Day by John Gardner, and a 

beautifully-sung rendition of John Rutter’s 

Sans Day Carol.



composed by our Organist and Director 

of Choral Music, Mr Ronny Krippner, and 

conducted by Mr William Church. A setting 

of the established Latin text, Adeste laetis 

animis, proved to be an ‘instant classic’, 

and the audience clearly enjoyed the 

opportunity to sing the piece themselves. 

Two movements from The Planets Suite 

by Gustav Holst were performed by 

the Whitgift Symphony Orchestra. Mars 

was suitably chilling and violent, and 

Jupiter rose confidently to the sublime 

climax of that noble tune, I Vow to Thee, 

My Country. Mrs Rosanna Whitfield 

conducted with typical aplomb.

Perhaps the most popular item was 

Danzón No. 2, by the Mexican composer 

Marquez, performed by the Whitgift 

Chamber Orchestra, led by Dan-Iulian 

Druţac (pictured, below right), and 

conducted by Mr Philip Winter. This 

vibrant piece, made popular by the Simon 

Bolivar Youth Orchestra of Venezuela, 

Autumn 
Collection
Many experienced judges considered 

this year’s Autumn Collection the finest 

Whitgift has yet produced, with an 

overwhelmingly-enthusiastic reaction 

from the audience.

The evening began in bravura style, with a 

stirring performance by the Whitgift Brass 

ensemble, of music from the film Gladiator. 

This was followed by the entire First Form, 

accompanied by boys from Elmhurst 

School, singing two pieces. Smile, by Kirk 

Franklin, was highly-infectious in its jaunty 

melody and rhythm. Mr James Griffith 

demonstrated his excellent conducting 

skills and rapport with the young pupils, 

and was superbly supported by an adept 

instrumental ensemble. Then came the 

first major public performance of a new 

arrangement of Whitgift’s School Song, 

1 0

MUSIC

proved a huge hit with the audience, who 

roared their approval. 

Atanas Yanchev (pictured, right), our 

16-year-old international pianist scholar 

from Bulgaria, then captivated the entire 

hall with a powerful and emotive rendition 

of Rachmaninoff’s Prelude in C# Minor. 

John Rutter’s Gloria proved a suitable 

vehicle for a large choir, drawn from the 

School and Croydon Minster. The choir 

showed themselves fully equal to the 

rhythmic challenges set by the piece, and 

they were magnificantly supported by the 

wonderful brass ensemble, The London 

Brass Symposium. Mr Krippner was the 

accomplished conductor.

The Concert concluded, as has become 

traditional, with the Whitgift Corps of 

Drums, in a barnstorming selection of 

some Tunes of Glory.
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Knock
The increasingly-popular, and ever-

impressive, Michaelmas Term Lower 

Sixth Form play took place in October, 

with a self-directed performance of 

Knock Knock. 

Consisting of three plays and just four 

actors – Yvan Bollet-Quivogne, Louis 

Danckwerts, Alex King, and Michael 

Tree – the evening of theatre took on 

American writer, Edgar Allan Poe. 

Highlights included Alex King’s spine-

chilling monologue performance of The 

Raven, and Yvan Bollet-Quivogne’s 

confident and disturbing performance of 

William Valdemar in The Tell-Tale Heart. 

The final play in the trio was The Trips; 

a tense, mind-bending experience, for 

performers and audience alike, about 

three assassins waiting in an abandoned 

warehouse for their victim to arrive. 

Performed with a high level of maturity, 

the act kept the audience on their toes, 

guessing as to what would happen next. 

A hugely-engaging performance by four 

outstanding young actors. Well done to 

all involved!

DRAMA
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Building 
Bridges
On Saturday 19 October, Whitgift was 

honoured to welcome former monarch 

and Prime Minister of Bulgaria, King 

Simeon II, to the School. In the UK on a 

brief, two-day trip with his wife, Queen 

Margarita, they were eager to visit 

Whitgift, following an intake of Bulgarian 

music scholars to the new boarding 

house, in September. The King and 

Queen were delighted to hear a short 

concert by the four Bulgarian musicians 

– Atanas Yanchev, piano; Hristo Dunev, 

NEWS

violin; Hristiyan Hristov, marimba; Dilyan 

Todorov, piano – specially devised by 

the Music Department for his visit. They 

also enjoyed a tour of the School, and a 

special lunch which was attended by a 

number of staff, the School Captain and 

members of the Senior Prefect team, and 

the musicians who had performed so 

brilliantly. 

It was a memorable occasion for all 

involved. The King and Queen were 

hugely impressed by what they saw and 

experienced, and sincerely moved by 

the hospitality received. King Simeon 

subsequently wrote, “Over the years, I 

have visited numerous schools in many 

countries, but never anything near 

this institution. The site itself is lovely, 

the ‘wildlife’ unique, the sports facilities, 

buildings, laboratories, etc., are amazing ... 

a school such as Whitgift makes one wish 

to be a schoolboy forever.”
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Germany (THree Trips) 

Berlin played host to two contingents of 

Whitgift boys. For the Lower Fifth Form 

German students, it was the beginning 

of an exciting era as they embarked on 

their inaugural visit to new exchange 

partner, Königin-Luise Stiftung (KLS). 

The exchange partners explored a 

variety of famous historical landmarks, 

but also found time to see the more 

contemporary facets of Berlin. 

Meanwhile, the Upper Fifth Form and 

Upper Sixth Form IB historians were 

immersed in visiting sites of interest from 

the National Socialist period, studying 

the German Democratic Republic, and, 

finally, getting a feel for modern-day 

Berlin. Locations visited included the 

Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp, 

the site of Hitler’s bunker, the Jewish 

Holocaust Memorial, and the Olympic 

Stadium. 

Hamburg was the destination for 

our Sixth Form and Bilingual German 

language students. The boys took full 

advantage of the sights, a particular 

highlight being the visit to a submarine 

moored in the harbour. The pupils 

put their language skills to great use, 

conducting surveys of the public, and 

taking part in a debating evening. A trip to 

the cinema rounded off the trip. Mr Karl 

Gross, Head of German, commented on 

how well the boys engaged with both the 

German culture and language.

The October Half 
Term holiday was a 
hotbed of cultural 
exchange, historical 
enrichment, geographical 
exploration, and language 
enhancement. The 
following articles offer an 
insight into some of the 
boys’ exploits.

Berlin
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ClassiCs visiT TO rOme and 

THe Bay Of naples

The Classics Department led a group of 

boys ranging from Upper Third Form to 

Upper Sixth Form, to Rome and the Bay 

of Naples. The tour took in a vast array 

of classical sites in Rome, including the 

Coliseum, Baths of Caracalla, Trajan’s 

Market, St. Peter’s Basilica, and the Trevi 

Fountain. The latter part of the trip was 

spent in the Bay of Naples, searching out 

the beautifully-preserved treasures of 

Pompeii and Herculaneum, and scaling 

Mount Vesuvius. 

lOwer fifTH fOrm 

valenCia exCHanGe

The Lower Fifth Form boys enjoyed the 

annual exchange trip to Valencia, and its 

array of activities, including visits to the 

historic town centre, Valencia Football 

Stadium, Fallas Museum, and nearby rice 

plantations. The host families were, as 

ever, warm and hospitable. Student Tomi 

Adedeji commented: “Everyone had a 

great time. We could practise our Spanish, 

play football, talk to our exchange partners 

and go to the beach. Overall, this is the 

best exchange I have ever been on.”

verOna exCHanGe

Upper School Italian students enjoyed the 

beautiful historical sights of Verona, whilst 

comparing the similarities and differences 

between English and Italian culture. 

Jack Hopper, in particular, found the 

trip valuable in bolstering his vocabulary 

significantly. He said of the experience, “I 

recommend the exchange to any boys 

studying Italian, as it is hugely beneficial to 

their own learning and is extremely helpful 

for GCSEs.”

Rome

V
a
le

n
c
ia

Verona
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Bejing

Beijing
The Upper Fifth Form and Lower Sixth 

Form Chinese linguists gained first-hand 

experience of China, its language and 

culture, on a trip to our partner school, 

Xicheng Foreign Languages School, 

Beijing. The exchange involved cultural 

visits to world-famous attractions, 

including the Great Wall, the Forbidden 

City, and the Summer Palace. There was 

also a chance to experience Chinese 

secondary school life, participating in 

lessons such as English and Maths, and 

activities including Chinese painting, 

tie-dye, and even karaoke, Chinese-

style! The trip proved to be an invaluable 

experience for the Whitgift boys, allowing 

them the opportunity to advance their 

language skills, deepen their knowledge 

and understanding of the country, and 

forge a strong relationship with their 

Chinese exchange partners; all this 

standing them in good stead for their 

future exams! 
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Bejing

USAA group of 24 History and Politics 

students undertook a trip to New York 

and Washington DC, relieved that the 

government ‘shutdown’ had ended, 

and intrigued to visit the country at an 

interesting time. 

The first stop was New York, for a full 

schedule of sight-seeing. The students 

experienced the dizzy heights of the 

Empire State Building, and visited the 

poignant 9/11 Memorial. They walked the 

famous streets of Harlem, home to many 

of the crucial events of the Civil Rights 

Movement, and toured the city’s financial 

district, learning about Wall Street’s 

history and development. 

En route to Washington DC, the group 

made a fascinating stop at Gettysburg, 

the location of the most famous and 

bloody of the Civil War battles. On arrival 

in Washington DC itself, the party was 

greeted by views of the White House 

and ‘Embassy Row’. A visit to the 

Capitol allowed an extensive look at the 

monuments along the National Mall, 

scene of Martin Luther King’s “I Have 

a Dream” speech. The group was also 

incredibly fortunate to attend a session 

with a leading Pentagon Advisor, who 

answered their questions with as much 

honesty as was permitted. 

The last stop was Mount Vernon, Virginia, 

where the group took in the home of 

George Washington, leader in the War 

of Independence. Such a full itinerary left 

the boys with a greater understanding of 

how politics operates in the US, and a rich 

appreciation of American hospitality.
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Scrum down

The summer tour of Hong Kong, New 

Zealand and the Cook Islands benefited 

both the 1st XV and 2nd XV this season. 

The 1st XV had the most demanding 

autumn fixture list they have encountered 

to date, but it has allowed the team to 

develop in tough environments. In an 

up-and-down season, highlights have 

included winning the Esher Presidents 

Cup, a good way to start the season, 

plus great wins against John Fisher 

(twice), Dulwich College, City of London 

Freemans and Seaford College. The boys 

play Hampton in the round 6 NatWest 

Cup match in January.

The U15s season kicked off with a training 

camp in Barcelona, the aim being to 

develop the boys’ skills and fitness in 

preparation for the tough season ahead. 

The A team have consequently achieved 

some good wins against RGS High 

Wycombe, Millfield, Epsom, Hampton and 

Skinners' in the NatWest Cup. The U16 A 

team have also had a great season, beating 

RGS High Wycombe, Warwick, Wellington 

and Dulwich, only losing to Millfield. 

Mr Tom Stradwick was appointed as 

Whitgift's new Rugby Development 

Officer in September. Our U11, U12 and 

U13 teams have all benefited from his 

coaching skills. He has also been working 

in the local community, helping primary 

and prep schools to deliver their rugby 

programmes, developing new relationships, 

and building on some strong partnerships 

already in place.

With another busy term for Whitgift 

rugby across all teams, one highlight for 

the younger sides has been the A team 

winning the Surrey U12s tournament in 

early November, an excellent achievement. 

The U13s have also had three good wins 

so far in the new National Tournament, 

including a 29-17 win against Trinity. They 

play their quarter-final against Dulwich in 

January.

Congratulations to all the boys who 

have gained representative honours; in 

particular, Matt Gallagher for inclusion in 

the England U17 training squad, and both 

Stan South and Henry Cheeseman for 

selection into the England U18 training 

squad.
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The hockey season is shaping up to be 

an extremely exciting one, with some 

excellent results. The 1st XI beat Oxford 

University in an early fixture, and had a 

fantastic tour of The Netherlands, playing 

at the national stadium against some of 

the best teams in the country. The senior 

team has also beaten rivals Kingston 

Grammar School twice, and avenged an 

early defeat by Millfield. 

Whitgift has an exceptional indoor hockey 

record, and both the U16s and U18s have 

qualified for the National Indoor Finals, 

which are to be hosted at the Whitgift 

Sports and Conference Centre on 9, 10 

and 11 January.

Whitgift will be hoping to retain the U18 

National Outdoor Competition title for the 

third consecutive year. Our first game will 

be a tough test against Chigwell School, 

who were finalists against Whitgift in 2011. 

Last season proved to be a truly fantastic 

one. Reaching every national final 

available does not happen every year! 

The U16s, U14s and U13s therefore 

embark on this season’s campaigns with 

high hopes. 

The School is also seeing a core of juniors 

flourishing on the international scene: 

Ore Ogunlana, Rhys Smith, and George 

Oyebode in the U18s, and Rob Durling, 

Noah Francis, and Josh Coniglio in the 

U16s.

The U14 and U15 teams embark on a 

tour of South Africa in March, where 

Onwards and upwards
entry into the prestigious Nomads 

Hockey Festival will see them pitch their 

skills against the leading schools in South 

Africa. One keenly-anticipated game will 

be against Jeppe High School, where 

sport is now run by Mr Ryan Ravenscroft, 

a former Whitgift Master i/c Hockey.
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Arthur Miller’s A View from the Bridge is an 

intricate and powerful script, inspired by the 

author’s time spent working in the Brooklyn 

dockyards in the late 1940s. A story based 

around love and obsession, involving 

particularly complex characters, this is a 

demanding piece to perform. Our Upper 

School cast proved up to the challenge, 

putting on a show that had the audience 

laughing, crying, gasping, and submerging 

themselves in the evolving plot. 

Deputy School Captain, Daniel Alsoof, 

played the role of the empathetic lawyer, 

Alfieri, who narrates the tale of the 

obsessed Eddie Carbone. Alex King’s 

portrayal of the protagonist, Eddie, was 

fascinating to watch, and highlighted the 

remarkable talent of this Lower Sixth Form 

pupil. Upper Sixth Former, Doug Wood, 

starred as Rodolfo, the delusional Italian 

immigrant who falls in love with Eddie’s 

niece, Catherine, played beautifully by Old 

Palace of John Whitgift School's Lottie 

Rhodes. Caught up in a complicated love 

triangle, the three characters captivated 

the audience as the destructive storyline 

unfolded, whilst all the while, Eddie’s 

wife, Beatrice, played convincingly by 

Camille Koosyial of Old Palace, tries in 

vain to mediate the situation. Yvan Bollet-

Quivogne and Bardeya Firoozkoohi 

split the role of murderous Marco, 

each with great aplomb. The gripping 

finale, bringing together the entire cast, 

provided a suitably dramatic end to an 

outstanding production, showcasing the 

exceptional standard of drama at Whitgift. 

A fantastic achievement by Miss Liz 

Poole, Director.

A view from the bridge
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Rat Trap
The First Form once again took to 

the stage, in November, this time for 

The Piper of Hamelin, the ‘mini-opera’ 

written and composed by youth music 

theatre guru, Jeremy James Taylor, and 

renowned choral composer, John Rutter. 

Pupils from the Parish Church (CE) 

Junior School joined forces with 

Whitgift’s entire Lower First Form, and 

part of the Upper First Form, in a cast 

of over 100 youngsters. The role of the 

Piper was shared over the two nights’ 

performances by Max Sitter and Fola 

Adedeji; both sang with expressiveness 

and confidence, showing a vocal maturity 

beyond their years. A beautiful duet 

between the Piper and the Spirit Voice, 

sung by Daniel Munks, was a highlight 

of the show, along with a rousing 

piece sung by the whole cast, about 

the Mayor of Hamelin, played by Isaac 

Kong. Congratulations to Director, Mr 

Paul Wilson, and Musical Directors, Mr 

Alan Weakley and Mr William Church, 

for a first-class event. The Performing 

Arts Centre has never housed such a 

large audience or heard such rapturous 

applause!
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TRIPS

On Garda
The new Year 6 boys took off on the 

School’s annual Lower First Form trip to 

Lake Garda, Italy, in the second week 

of the Michaelmas Term. For many of 

the 60 boys, it was the first time away 

from home, parents and family, and 

they set off with excited trepidation. Any 

homesickness, however, soon vanished 

as they stepped off the coach and took 

in the amazing views of the Lake, felt the 

warmth of the sun on their faces, and 

explored the exciting hotel facilities – with 

its Olympic-sized, outdoor swimming 

pool, Astroturf football pitch, and clay 

tennis courts. 

Their five-day stay involved a range of 

exciting trips and activities, including a 

visit to historic Verona and its ancient 

amphitheatre, and the stunning ‘Floating 

City’ of Venice, arriving by vaporetto 

straight into the famous St. Mark’s 

Square. Other highlights of the trip 

included a rotating cable-car ride up 

Monte Baldo, which sits 1760m high with 

breathtaking panoramic views of the 

Lake, and an all-time favourite with the 

boys – sailing on the Lake, followed by 

pizzas and real ‘gelato’!

It was a memorable trip for all involved, 

a fantastic opportunity for the boys to 

experience new things and to make great 

friends; they came back raring to go for 

the new term and looking forward to their 

future at Whitgift.
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Sailing on the 
Lake, followed by 
pizzas and real 
‘gelato’!
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Handy Andy
Mr Andrew Hunt, Whitgift’s polyglot 

Head of Modern Languages, spent four 

weeks over the summer studying Hindi in 

Mussoorie, Uttarakhand, India. 

Fluent in French, German and Japanese, 

and with a high standard of Finnish, Polish 

and Mandarin Chinese, Mr Hunt decided 

it was time to add yet another language 

to his already extensive repertoire.

On this latest adventure, he commented: 

"The Devanagari script is beautiful and I 

was keen to explore the links between 

Hindi and the other languages I speak. I 

also wanted to show pupils, colleagues 

and parents that learning new languages is 

easy, fun, and nothing to be scared of." 

In the house
“Being in the Boarding House is such 

a different experience to being a day 

boy, and I should know; I’ve been at the 

School for seven years now! The best 

way to describe it is as ‘a hotel’. The 

facilities are better than some 4-star 

hotels. All the bedrooms have an ensuite 

bathroom, whilst the Sixth Formers have 

their own rooms. Some of the rooms have 

exceptional views overlooking the animal 

enclosure, and you get used to hearing 

the various animals in the morning! The 

kitchens are a melting pot for international 

culture, as you can smell the different 

exotic foods. The Common Room is a 

great place to hang out, watching TV and 

playing pool. The tutors are great - Mr 

Miller, the champion at pool; Mr Chaloner, 

who brings quality banter; and Mr Murray, 

the ‘godfather’ of the Boarding House. 

Finally, there is the opportunity to take 

part in many different House trips, from 

going to the cinema, to attending a live 

rugby or football match. There is always 

something exciting going on!”

Lartey Laryea

Founder's House Captain

NEWS

Arkwright 
Scholar
Sponsorship
For 22 years, the Arkwright Scholarship 

Trust has identified and inspired high-ability 

15 and 16-year-olds in order to stimulate 

an interest in engineering and design as 

a career. The charity is named after the 

famous 18th Century engineer, Sir Richard 

Arkwright (1732-1792). Whitgift has had 

great success since our first scholar, 

Alan Lee, was accepted in 1996, and the 

School currently has nine scholars.

This year, Whitgift decided to use a portion 

of money which usually goes to the DT 

Department for each scholarship awarded, 

to fund an ‘outreach’ scholarship at 

a local state school. John Hamer, of 

Warlingham School, has been chosen to 

be that scholar. Our DT Department is now 

in a position to offer advice throughout 

the time John is studying A Level DT at 

Warlingham School. This is the very first 

time that a department in one school has 

sponsored a scholar in another.
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Wood work 
Final-year pupil, Doug Wood, has made a 

name for himself in the field of drama over 

his time at Whitgift, featuring in countless 

shows, most recently Much Ado About 

Nothing, and A View from the Bridge. 

Outside Whitgift, Doug has shown his acting 

talent in professional productions with the 

Royal Shakespeare Company, Southwark 

Playhouse (pictured, right), and as a 

member of the National Youth Theatre.

In a new and innovative venture, Doug 

recently founded a not-for-profit theatre 

production company, The Innocents. 

Inspiration for the enterprise came from 

his writing and directing last year’s highly-

successful Lower Sixth Form play, The 

Innocence (pictured above, far right). 

Wanting to continue performing this piece, 

Doug, and his team, sought out a London 

venue in which to stage a week-long run 

of the show, last summer. He discovered 

the basement of a betting shop on 

Borough High Street in which to perform, 

and, following a sell-out success, he 

donated the proceeds to charity. Spurred 

on by this extraordinary achievement, 

Doug is currently developing a website for 

The Innocents, which focuses on political 

and social works, and has a queue of 

professionals submitting commissions for 

the group to perform. 

Doug is definitely one to watch when he 

leaves Whitgift at the end of this academic 

year, and we wish him well with all his 

endeavours.

Gallery
A selection of the work on display at the 

Third Form Art Exhibition in December.
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NEWS

The Queen 
and I
Whitgift CCF Contingent Commander, Mr 

Keith Smith, who was awarded an MBE 

for services to Whitgift Combined Cadet 

Force, collected the accolade at Windsor 

Castle in November. The investiture was 

hosted by The Queen herself. Mr Smith 

said of the occasion, “It was a magical 

day, and a real honour to have my MBE 

presented by The Queen. I was very 

pleasantly surprised when she even 

wished me a happy birthday!”

CCF in action
In mid-October, 12 CCF boys visited RAF 

Benson in Oxfordshire, where they each 

had a chance to fly in a Grob Tutor, an 

aircraft primarily used for flight training, 

and even complete a range of aerobatics. 

After practising landing the aircraft and 

learning the protocol of engaging with air 

traffic control, they were lucky enough 

to be invited to look around a £30 million 

Merlin helicopter, and sit in the pilot seats 

whilst learning about its capabilities.

Flt Lt Andrew Seal, Whitgift CCF’s Officer 

Commanding RAF section, said, “All 

senior cadets have the opportunity to 

visit an RAF base and fly several times 

a year, allowing the cadets to utilise the 

theoretical knowledge learnt in CCF 

training. They invariably come back raving 

about the day, having experienced flying 

their own aircraft, and high G-forces 

beyond that of a roller coaster!”

The first weekend of Half Term also 

saw the Army section of the CCF on a 

military exercise in Kent. The boys put 

into practice their training, camping out 

for 48 hours and taking part in ambush 

drills, harbouring, patrolling, and section 

attacks.
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We will remember them
The School observed a poignant Remembrance Day Service on 

11 November, led by the Revd. Canon Colin Boswell.  Upper and 

Lower School Captains, Geddy Stringer and Rory Hazelton, gave 

readings, and the Chamber Choir sung a beautiful rendition of For 

the Fallen, by Douglas Guest. Members of the CCF performed the 

role of Flag Party, and a dedication, to those Whitgiftians who gave 

their lives, took place in South Entrance.
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DIARY

front Cover image:

HRH The Duke of York, KG, unveils a 7'2" statue 
of the School's founder, John Whitgift, sculpted 
by Mrs Sam Holland.

wesT side sTOry

In partnership with 

Old Palace of 

John Whitgift School

Wednesday 5 March / 

Thursday 6 March / 

Friday 7 March /  

Saturday 8 March /  

7.30pm, Big School 

Tickets: £10, Concessions* £5

W
ES
T

SI
DE
ST
OR
Y

West Side Story, one of the greatest 

love stories of all time, will be staged 

at Whitgift in March. This wonderful 

adaptation of the timeless classic 

promises to mesmerize audiences 

of all ages, from the first note to 

the final breath. The Bernstein and 

Sondheim score is considered to be 

one of Broadway’s finest, and features 

beloved American musical-theatre 

classics such as ‘Maria’, ‘Tonight’, 

‘America’, ‘I Feel Pretty’, ‘Gee, Officer 

Krupke’, and ‘Somewhere’. With 

professional sets and costumes, an 

extraordinary cast of over 60 young 

performers, including girls from Old 

Palace of John Whitgift School, and a 

50-strong orchestra, this explosively-

emotional production is the highlight of 

the 2014 performing arts calendar and 

one not to miss.

BOOKinG infOrmaTiOn

Please visit www.whitgift.co.uk/events 

for information on how to book.

*Concessions:
Children 16 and under, Over 60s, Students (17–25 in 
full-time education)

WHITGIFT 

Haling Park

South Croydon

CR2 6YT

United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0)20 8688 9222

email: office@whitgift.co.uk

www.whitgift.co.uk

Find us on

Twitter: @WhitgiftSchool1

Facebook: Whitgift School,

South Croydon

Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai

Brass COnCerT

Monday 10 March

7pm, Big School

FREE admission (by ticket only)

wHiTGifT CHamBer CHOir 

– ‘a Celebration of victorian 

Church music’

Saturday 29 March

7pm, Croydon Minster

FREE admission (by ticket only)

CHariTy COmedy niGHT

Friday 14 March

8pm, Concert Hall

Tickets: £15, Concessions* £12

Based on a conception of Jerome Robbins

Book by Arthur Laurents · Music by Leonard 
Bernstein · Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Entire original production directed and choreographed 

by Jerome Robbins
Originally produced on Broadway by Robert E. Griffith & 

Harold Prince by arrangement with Roger L. Stevens

This amateur production is presented by arrangement 

with JOSEF WEINBERGER LIMITED on behalf of MUSIC 

THEATRE INTERNATIONAL of NEW YORK


